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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Courtesy Priceonomics We gave you a food roadmap and a wine/cocktail map, but we're sure you beer lovers felt comfortable. So you can thank us later for this intriguing map that shows the bar's approved beer habits of an excellent fifty. Priceonomics put the map together from a survey of 6,000
bars across the country and asked them which brews are most commonly offered in each state. The data analysis site went even further and measured the percentage of bars in each state that offer the beer that has been named the most common there. For example, Coors Light takes a cake for New Jersey, where it is offered in 58 percent of bars. Major
labels such as Bud, Coors and Miller Lite consider themselves classics in the US, but even lesser-known brews such as Snake River American Pale Ale have their own in states such as Wyoming. Courtesy of Priceonomics While each state can be different in demographic, landscape, and size, we are pleased to see that they are all united by their love of
foam. Follow Delish on Instagram. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io that America is a mighty big country. It contains a lot, and it can be hard to get an idea, sitting, say, in Montana,
about what's going on thousands of miles away in Maine. The Real State of America Atlas Cynthia Enlo and Joni Seager, released last week, are full of maps and graphs that can help quantify some of the way we do as a country. Like driving? Driving, as you can see, at least from last year, as the recession and high gas prices pinch transportation plans.
(Maybe everyone takes their bikes and public transport?) As you can see, states with large metropolises tend to have less driving. In Oklahoma, non-car options seem to be pretty worse. This is an interesting contrast between states that drive smaller and states that are thicker. The authors also included a map of fruit consumption to contrast with this map of
obesity. It seems that both driving less and eating more fruit may be due to weight less. What's potentially most surprising is how many people in Washington, D.C. are eating fruit, beating even California, where most of the fruit in Washington, D.C. is likely from. It also certainly plays on some stereotypes about New England and the Northeast, given how
concentrated fruit consumption is. Make your own judgments. It's easy to read stories in a newspaper about and statistics (or just extrapolate from your own anecdotal experience), but cards like the ones in the book are the best way to see how this information actually plays out. In B this big, there is no way of truly knowing what is going on without looking at
the dataPrinted by arrangement with Penguin, a member of Penguin Group (USA) Inc., from the real STATE AMERICA ATLAS: Mapping the Myths and Truths of the United States cynthia Enlo and Joni SeagerCopyright © 2011 Cynthia Enloe and Joni SeagerMorgan Clendaniel can be reached by email. America is reopening. But is he ready? The short
answer is no (if you live in New Mexico). The longer the answer is something you can explore for yourself on a site called COVID Exit Strategies. Built by public health experts unrelated to the current public administration, it tracks the latest publicly available data on COVID-19 outbreaks to provide a time-breakdown on readiness for each state in the United
States to reopen. The project is a collaboration between 20 bipartisan health experts, including the health nonprofit United Nations Care and Volunteers in the U.S. Digital Response, along with Duke University. It is headed by Andy Slavitt, a former acting administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, appointed by President Obama. And
the core of the site is red, yellow and green map. Explore the graphics here. (Screenshot: covidexitstrategy.org) This map is undoubtedly inspired by Slavitt's love of color readiness graphics. He spoke to me last month about how he admired the New york-colored COVID-19 resource, explaining how colors can cut through jargon and can help the public more
easily track 18 months of current outbreaks many experts believe we probably tolerate. The final product, seen here, is modeled in just three colors. Using the White House's own guidelines, green states are ready to begin the first phase of reopening, allowing healthy people to stop sheltering in place (but still limiting meetings to 10 or fewer people). In this
direction, the yellow States have made progress. And the Red States did not meet any of the three criteria for reopening: 1.) fewer reports of flu-like symptoms in two weeks 2.) fewer confirmed cases of COVID-19 within two weeks and 3.) ample space in hospitals for anyone in need of crisis care along with COVID-19 testing for those who need it. People
don't have to somehow remember what five different colors can mean, as they did with the Homeland Security Advisory System that followed 9/11. Instead, COVID Exit Strategy uses the metaphor of a traffic light to convey the renewal of the guidelines in simple terms: Is it time to stop, move slowly, or go? Explore the graphics here. (Screenshot: From there,
you can make a quick, deep dive on the data. Scroll down the page and each state has basic statistics listed - from the growth or decrease of COVID-19 cases, to the amount of testing actually up to current stress levels at local ISU. It's just the kind of data that would otherwise require a constant consumption of news to patch together, and here it is,
presented as simple as the day. Slavitt launched the project alongside an op-ed in the US Today, in which he and several public health experts argued for reopening the country - but not until COVID-19 is actually under control and we have processes in place to track future outbreaks. The team makes a strong argument, but it's a sad state of affairs that
these objective public health data can't speak for itself. Foursquare, a popular dining and entertainment review app, recently crunched the numbers to find out the most disproportionately popular food in each state, and created this neat interactive map. Check it out. Do you live in New York and crave avocado toast? You're not alone. Live in California and
order a Chinese chicken salad every time you dine? Get in line. Foursquare, a popular dining and entertainment review app, recently crunched the numbers to figure out the most disproportionately popular food in each state based on their search data, and then created this neat interactive map using Mapbox. Check it out below. RELATED: Why does
airplane food taste bad? Science has the answer above all: There are choices that were not surprising. Maryland loves crab cakes, Maine people lobster fans, Nevada can't stop ordering bottle service (skewed brought on Vegas partiers, no doubt), and Pennsylvania, of course, in cheesesteaks. But what we really need to say is that Colorado seems
obsessed with chile rellenos, and Indiana with lemon rice soup. Meanwhile, Kansas loves cherry lime, and Tennessee can't get enough banana pudding. (Centreville, Tennessee even hosts a banana pudding festival, it turns out.) Finally, is it really a thing? The reward goes to toasted ravioli (all the rage in Missouri), which really looks more like fried ravioli.
Obviously I didn't go out much because even Olive Garden has toasted beef and pork ravioli on their menu and I had no idea what it was. RELATED: 6 products that can make you happier and feel sorry for all the Minnesotoans out there. I had to Google your clear winner: a juicy Lucy burger that differs from a basic cheeseburger in that there's cheese inside
an actual burger patty as well as on it. But I get it. It also sounds delicious. Click around the interactive Foursquare map to see if you fall according to the tastes of your neighbors. And if not, is it worth moving? As much as I love avocado toast, I'm also suddenly longing for a prickly pear, perhaps I newly found in Arizona ... RELATED: 10 Foods You Probably
Eat Wrong Happiness and Live a Good Life cornerstone of the American dream. In drafting the decisive document, the authors of the Declaration of Independence had to list the basic rights as the rights of life, freedom and the pursuit of happiness. To get an idea of how this part of the American Dream is doing across the country, We completed our recent
survey of 50 of our favorite maps that explain America's social geography with the aforementioned record, showing the Gallup-Sharecare Well Being Index for each state in 2017.Read more: 50 maps that explain how America lives, spends, and counts Index, based on a survey of more than 160,000 adults across the U.S. from a survey by the firm Gallup and
Health and Health Company Sharecare Is based on how respondents feel like they are doing a five-year, healthy and safe life: feeling the goal, supporting the social network, financial security, feeling safe and happy in their community, and being generally in good health. South Dakota and Vermont came out at the top as the states with the best overall
scores of well-being on the survey, while West Virginia and Louisiana struggled as the lowest and second-lowest scores, respectively. In its report on the index, Gallup and Sharecare noted that South Dakota has the highest score in the sense of the sub-index goal, while Vermont had the highest level of community and physical health among states.
Meanwhile, respondents in West Virginia had the lowest physical well-being score, and Louisiana had the lowest score for community well-being and the second lowest for financial well-being. Gallup and Sharecare noted that in the U.S. as a whole, overall wealth fell between 2016 and 2017, and 21 states experienced a statistically significant drop in wealth,
easily the largest decline in the 10-year history of the wealth index, the report said. Report. blank us state map quiz. blank us state map printable. blank us state map pdf. blank us state map numbered. blank us state map fill in. blank us state map worksheet. blank us state map printable pdf. blank us state map free
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